Jeep firing order

Log in or Sign up. Registration trouble? Please use the "Contact Us" link at the bottom right
corner of the page and your issue will be resolved. Oct 18, Joined: Jan 9, Messages: As the title
says, this is a question on the F head firing order and distributor rotation. I have the manual and
have searched the forum and Google. Here is the confusion: www. This is the same information
I am getting out of my 2 manuals. There are no specifics as to year of these diagrams, did it
change over time? I am guessing the reader is supposed to judge based on the location of the
distributor in figures 1, 6 and 7 in relationship to the block, which they have, or am I wrong? If I
am correct, then I most likely have Figure 1 A little help for the detail challenged. Joined: Jun 25,
Messages: 1, Horsepower: 72 R. Valves: 2-in. Valve clearances: Intake: 0. Exhaust: 0. I tend to
trust the earlier manuals and tech sheets like found on the CJ3B page etc. I'll trust a NAPA book
before another chain store, most of these newer stores weren't even around when your Jeep
was made. I understand - thak you again. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show
Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an
account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? New Posts.
Opening the doors and windows will lessen the danger considerably, but it is safest if
adjustments are being made that require the operation of the engine, to run the vehicle
out-of-doors. X X Inlet opens 9 degrees before top centre Inlet closes 50 degrees after bottom
centre Exhaust opens 47 degrees before bottom centre Exhaust closes 12 degrees after top
centre Spark Setting Spark set top centre with automatic spark controls at rest, when using low
octane fuel. Firing Order Tappet setting for valve timing Number of flywheel teeth. Piston
Measurements From Top Centre. Condenser 2. Lubricating Wick 3. Breaker Arm Pivot 4. Breaker
Cam 5. Distributor Points 6. Oiler 7. Adjustment Lock Screw 8. Adjusting Screw. The breaker
points should be cleaned and adjusted to. Remove all of the spark plugs except No. Rotate the
crankshaft until No. Remove the spark plug and continue to turn the engine slowly until the
mark "IGN" on the flywheel is in the centre of the timing hole at the right rear. This places the
piston in the correct position to set the ignition. The 3. I understand the firing order to b e This
engine has coil packs not individual coils. How are the coil packs assigned to the cylinders?
Does coil pack 1 handle cylinder 1 and 6, or 1 and 4 or 1 and 2? My info shows coil on plug
ignition, no coil pack. Each spark plug has it's own coil. Your engine has odd and even
numbered banks. Passenger side bank, front to back, 2 4 6. In the diagram, the wire colors for
ignition coils, 1 2 3. Number 1 ignition coil goes on spark plug for number 1 cylinder and so on.
Jeff answered about a year ago. MissCharley answered about a year ago. Thank you Jeff.
Clarified my problem. Oilyspill, my engine does NOT have a coil per cylinder. My bad, that is
what my database showed. I even looked up ignition coil, online parts book. Showed coil on
plug type coil. Napa showed the same type coil. I usually trust Napa. My bad. For Chrysler 3.
This motor has 3 coils and they snap directly on top of the spark plugs 1,3,5 on the right side.
The left side does not have their own coils. Three spark plug wires run from the left and snap on
to the side of one of the three coils that are on the right side. It's easy once you know the firing
order of this 3. In other words pair up the first number of each half, then the second numbers to
each other, then the third ones. So you wind up with these three pairs: , , These pairs show
which spark plug wire goes to which coil. Less technical and less detailed instructions listed
below: front spark plug wire goes to back coil or wire from cylinder 2-to-5 cylinder coil pack as
listed in pairs above middle spark plug wire goes to front coil or wire from cylinder 4-to-1
cylinder coil pack as listed in pairs above back spark plug wire goes to middle coil or wire from
cylinder 6-to-3 cylinder coil pack as listed in pairs above. My Jeep Liberty 05 has had
overheating problems lately, but the problems always seem to be solved. Therefore the water
pump, ac compressor and motor fan are all recently new. Now its overheating My 07 jeep liberty
had a missfire code on 4 turned out. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Best Answer Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Jeep Liberty question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Get Started. Search Jeep Liberty Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more,
shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Jeep Engines 4. The V6
configuration of the engine makes it very compact which is a big plus in tight Jeep engine
compartments. Kaiser purchased the tooling to build the from Buick and later, AMC sold the
tooling back to Buick. A desendent of this engine, the 3. The modernized and common is a good
canidate for replacing a blown There are differences in the balancing of the engine though, so it
can be tricky. The is externally balanced and the is internally balanced. This means you cannot
just throw your fly wheel on a , the must be balanced. The flywheel itself used with the is not
typical. The flywheels used in the Jeep vehicles are very thick and heavy to increase torque. The

flywheels used in Buick cars are much lighter. Since the is a Buick engine, it uses the standard
Buick bell housing. The standard Buick bell housing will bolt to a SM, so this is probably the
best transmission swap option for Jeeps equipped with this engine. The T and T 3 speed
transmissions used behind this engine are not known for their strength. The Buick uses a cast
iron block and cylinder heads with mechanical lifters and 3 main bearings. Dauntless Buick V6
Bore x Stroke 3. Jeep Engines. Dauntless Buick V6 Bore x Stroke. I just boomeranged back to
the office from the Easter Jeep Safari EJS in Moab, Utah, and it sure was good to get back on
the Moab-area trails after the cancellation of the event. As a matter of fact, wheeling on the
slickrock, ledges, and sand was pretty darn awesome. It was like being reunited with old friends
after a long time apart. Yeah, it was the long way to get to Moab for me, but the payoff included
getting to ride in Sean's incredible Jeep, which had just been fitted with an Edelbrock
supercharger. You can see how his Jeep build has progressed and some of the trails the Jeep
has been on by hitting up advjeep on Instagram. Sean and I stopped at American Adventure Lab
in Washington, Utah, for a product install of a slick new drawer system, and then we pressed on
for Moab. It was dark as we passed Richfield, and the travel day had us both feeling exhausted.
That feeling didn't last long. The closer we got to Moab, the more excited we became. We began
to see other late-night travelers headed to town. We saw 4x4s loaded with gear and tow rigs
dragging trailers with 4WDs strapped tight. By the time we rolled into Moab we had forgotten
about sleep. Every hotel parking lot was packed with 4x4s, many covered in red dirt that was
accumulated while exploring the trails of this wheeling hotspot. We had wheeling envy. Just a
few hours later I was in the Cummins R2. The next day, I was driving and riding in the latest
Jeep concepts over rocks. The day after that, I got some seat time in the wicked-fun new Jeep
Wrangler on rocks and in sand. The rest of the week was a blur of rocks, cliffs, and ledges, with
an internal combustion soundtrack punctuated by the barking of tires on slickrock. Of course,
the highlight of the week was just hanging out on the trail checking out 4x4s from all over the U.
I've made the trip to the Easter Jeep Safari more times than I can remember, but was special,
and it goes down in my memory as one of the best. My only regret is that I ran out of time before
I could run my favorite trail, Kane Creek. Next time. What is your favorite Moab-area 4x4 trail?
You know, the one you look forward to all year and can't wait to run. Please email ken. Close
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